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About This Game

What would you do if you had the keys to the zoo?
World of Zoo is the only life sim game that pushes you past the fences and into a world of your own zoo.

Create and customize your zoo experience and develop hands on relationships to earn the trust and love of your animals.

Build on relationships with the world’s most amazing animals through hands on interaction

Create unlimited animals with the Animal Creator

Hours of play with mini-games, achievements and unlockables

Create and customize your own zoo

Experience over 40 different animal species

Learn about each animal with the National Geographic animal fact cards

Connect online and share user generated content
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* Some of the animals depicted in the trailer and screenshots are not included in the current version.
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This game is for children.
It's a freaking super-adorable game... for children.. this be the best game ever me love koalas. Its very funny and my daughter
stay with me laughing looking the animals, and playing and creating.. World of Zoo is for kids. I seriously can’t recommend this
to any gamer who is serious about gaming. While the name does bring up some Zoo Tycoon references, it plays absolutely
nothing like it. If Nintendogs ever went zoo mode, this would be it. You spend the entire game poking the animal you are taking
care of, while also feeding them enough food to cause diabetes. Each and every animal have the same two personalities; happy
because you pamper them and utterly♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥because you’re a ♥♥♥♥♥♥ zoo keeper. Apparently alligators do chase
their tails, and lions won’t kill you if you chuck a beach ball at them. Total lack of realism in a flipping zoo game, sorry can’t
recommend.. My Kids love it so I can only recommend it in their name.. The best game ever. 10/10. Better than MGS 4.. it
awsome because it fun to crate animale and it doesn't have to be normale.It hard work but it all was fun.. The zoo version of
Secret of the Magic Crystal pulls it off 10/10
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this is a game for all you hipsters out there. This is the only game I've ever seen that has Clouded Leopards in it, or Quaggas, and
it manages to have both.

10/10 no bias.. I was hooked on this game for a whole 3 days I had a Very colourful Monkey and I threw a ball at it but then I
saw him eating a peanut and I am allergic to those so I had to stop playing. Cute game. If you want your children to play this
game, so be it.. Still better than The Dead Linger. I have no idea why this is on my game's list.. This is game is fun for a while
and the kids enjoy it, but the Steam version is incredibly limited. The only reason why I don't recommend this game is that as a
Steam user, you barely get half of the animals shown in the screens/videos/what's on the consoles.
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